This paper describes the participation of FBK in the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task organized within Semeval 2012. Our approach explores lexical, syntactic and semantic machine translation evaluation metrics combined with distributional and knowledgebased word similarity metrics. Our best model achieves 60.77% correlation with human judgements (Mean score) and ranked 20 out of 88 submitted runs in the Mean ranking, where the average correlation across all the sub-portions of the test set is considered.
Introduction
The Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task proposed at SemEval 2012 consists of examining the degree of semantic equivalence between two sentences and assigning a score to quantify such similarity ranging from 0 (the two texts are about different topics) to 5 (the two texts are semantically equivalent). The complete description of the task, the datasets and the evaluation methodology adopted can be found in (Agirre et al., 2012) .
Typical approaches to measure semantic textual similarity exploit information at the lexical level. The proposed solutions range from calculating the overlap of common words between the two text segments (Salton et al., 1997) to the application of knowledge-based and corpus-based word similarity metrics to cope with the low recall achieved by on simple lexical matching (Mihalcea et al., 2006) .
Our participation in the STS task is inspired by previous work on paraphrase recognition, in which machine translation (MT) evaluation metrics are used to identify whether a pair of sentences are semantically equivalent or not (Finch and Hwang, 2005; Wan et al., 2006) . Our approach to semantic textual similarity makes use of not only lexical information but also syntactic and semantic information. To this aim, our metrics are based on different natural language processing tools that provide syntactic and semantic annotation. These include shallow parsing, constituency parsing, dependency parsing, semantic roles labeling, discourse representation analyzer, and named entities recognition. In addition, we employed distributional and knowledgebased word similarity metrics in an attempt to improve the results given by the MT metrics. The computed scores are used as features to train a regression model in a supervised learning framework.
Our best run model achieves 60.77% correlation with human judgements when evaluating the semantic similarity of texts from the entire test set and was ranked in the 20th position (out of 88 submitted runs) in the Mean ranking.
System Description
The system has been designed following a machine learning based approach in which a regression model is induced using different shallow and deep linguistic features extracted from the datasets. The STS training corpora are first preprocessed using different tools that annotate the texts at different levels. Using the preprocessed data, the features are extracted for each pair and used to train a model that will be applied to unseen test pairs. The training set is composed by three datasets (MSRpar, MSRvid and SMTeuroparl) which combined contain a total of 2234 instances. The test data is composed by a different sample of the same three datasets plus instances derived from two additional corpora (OnWN and SMTnews). The datasets construction and annotation are described in (Agirre et al., 2012) .
Our system exploits two sets of features which respectively build on MT evaluation metrics (2.1) and word similarity metrics (2.2). The whole feature set is summarized in figure 1.
Machine Translation Evaluation Metrics
MT evaluation metrics are designed to assess whether the output of a MT system is semantically equivalent to a set of reference translations. The MT evaluation metrics described in this section, implemented in the Asiya Open Toolkit for Automatic Machine Translation (Meta-) Evaluation 1 (Giménez and Màrquez, 2010) are used to extract features at different linguistic levels: lexical, syntactic and semantic. For the syntactic and semantic levels, Asiya calculates similarity measures based on the linguistic elements provided by each kind of annotation. Linguistic elements are defined as "the linguistic units, structures, or relationships" (Giménez, 2008 ) (e.g. dependency relations, discourse relations, named entities, part-of-speech tags, among others). (Giménez, 2008) defines two simple measures using the linguistic elements of a given linguistic level: overlapping and matching. Overlapping is a measure of the proportion of items inside the linguistic elements of a certain type shared by both texts. Matching is defined in the same way with the difference that the order between the items inside a linguistic element is taken into consideration. That is, the items of a linguistic element are concatenated in a single unit from left to right.
Lexical Level
At the lexical level we explored different n-gram and edit distance based metrics. The difference among them is in the way each algorithm calculates the lexical similarity, which yields to different results. We used the following n-gram-based metrics: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , NIST (Doddington, 2002) , ROUGE (Lin and Och, 2004) , GTM (Melamed et al., 2003) , METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) . Besides those, we also used metrics based on edit distance. Such metrics calculate the number of edit operations (e.g. insertions, deletions, and substitutions) necessary to transform one text into the other (the lower the number of edit operations, the higher the similarity score). The editdistance-based metrics used were: WER (Nieß en et al., 2000) , PER (Tillmann et al., 1997) , TER (Snover et al., 2006) and TER-Plus (Snover et al., 2009 ). The lexical metrics form a group of metrics that we hereafter call lex.
Syntactic Level
The syntactic level was explored by running constituency parsing (cp), dependency parsing (dp), and shallow parsing (sp). Constituency trees were produced by the Max-Ent reranking parser (Charniak, 2005) . The constituency parse trees were exploited by using three different classes of metrics that were designed to calculate the similarities between the trees of two texts: overlapping in function of a given part-of-speech; matching in function of a given constituency type; and syntactic tree matching (STM) metric proposed by (Liu and Gildea, 2005) .
Dependency trees were obtained using MINI-PAR (Lin, 2003) . Two types of metrics were used to calculate the similarity between two texts using dependency trees. In the first, different similarity measures were calculated taking into consideration three different perspectives: overlap of words that hang in the same level or in a deeper level of the dependency tree; overlap between words that hang directly from terminal nodes given a specified partof-speech; and overlap between words that are ruled by non-terminal nodes given a specified grammatical relation (subject, object, relative clause, among others). The second type is an implementation of the head-word chain matching introduced in (Liu and Gildea, 2005) .
The shallow syntax approach proposed by (Giménez, 2008) uses three different tools to explore the parts-of-speech, word lemmas and base phrases chunks, respectively: SVMTool (Giménez and Màrquez, 2004) , Freeling (Carreras et al., 2004) and Phreco (Carreras et al., 2005) . In this type of metrics the idea is to measure the similarity between the two texts using parts-of-speech and chunk types. The following metrics were used: overlapping according to the part-of-speech; overlapping according to the chunk type; the accumulated NIST metric (Doddington, 2002) scores over different sequences (lemmas, parts-of-speech, base phrase chunks and chunk IOB labels).
Semantic Level
At the semantic level we aplored three different types of information, namely: discourse representations, named entities and semantic roles. Hereafter they are respectively referred to as dr, ne, and sr features. The discourse relations are automatically annotated using the C&C Tools (Clark and Curran, 2004) . The following metrics using semantic tree representations were proposed by (Giménez, 2008) . A metric similar to the STM in which semantic trees are used instead of constituency trees; the overlapping between discourse representation structures according to their type; and the morphosyntactic overlapping of discourse representation structures that share the same type.
Named entities metrics are calculated by comparing the entities that appear in each text. The named entities were annotated using the BIOS package . Two types of metrics were used: the overlapping between the named entities in each sentence according to their type and the matching between the named entities in function of their type.
Semantic roles were automatically annotated using the SwiRL package . The arguments and adjuncts annotated in each sentence are compared according to three different metrics: overlapping between the semantic roles according to their type; the matching between the semantic roles according to their type; and the overlapping of the roles without taking into consideration their lexical realization.
Word Similarity Metrics
Besides the MT evaluation metrics, we experimented with lexical semantics by calculating word similarity metrics. For that, we followed a distributional and a knowledge-based word similarity approach.
Distributional Word Similarity
As some previous work on semantic textual textual similarity (Mihalcea et al., 2006) and textual entailment (Kouylekov et al., 2010; have shown, distributional word similarity measures can improve the performance of both tasks by allowing matches between terms that are lexically different. We measure the word similarity computing a set of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) metrics over Wikipedia. The 200,000 most visited articles of Wikipedia were extracted and cleaned to build the term-by-document matrix using the jLSI tool 2 .
Using this model we designed three different similarity metrics that compute the similarity between all elements in one text with all elements in the other text. For two metrics we calculate the similarities between different parts-of-speech: (i) similarity over nouns and adjectives, and (ii) similarity over verbs. The third metric computes the similarity between all words in the two sentences. The similarity is computed by averaging the pairwise similarity using the LSA model between the elements of each text. These metrics are hereafter called lsa.
Knowledge-based Word Similarity
In order to incorporate world knowledge information about entities (persons, organizations, locations, among others) into our model we experimented with knowledge-based (thesaurus-based) word similarity metrics. Usually such approaches have a very limited coverage of concepts due to the reduced size of the available thesauri. In order to increase the coverage we extracted concepts from the YAGO2 semantic knowledge base (Hoffart et al., 2011) derived from Wikipedia, Wordnet (Miller, 1995) and Geonames 3 . YAGO2 contains knowledge about 10 million entities and more than 120 million facts about these entities.
In order to link the entities in the text to the entities in YAGO2 we have used "The Wiki Machine" (TWM) tool 4 . The tool solves the linking problem by disambiguating each entity mention in the text (excluding pronouns) using Wikipedia to provide the sense inventory and the training data (Giuliano et al., 2009) . After preprocessing the datasets with TWM the entities are annotated with their respective Wikipedia entries represented by their URLs. Using the entity's URL it is possible to retrieve the Wordnet synsets related to the entity's entry in YAGO2 and explore different knowledge-based metrics to compute word similarity between entities.
In our experiments we selected three different algorithms to calculate word similarity using YAGO2: Wu-Palmer (Zhibiao and Palmer, 1994) , the Leacock-Chodorow (Leacock et al., 1998) and the path distance (score based on the shortest path that connects the senses in the Wordnet hypernym/hyponym taxonomy). Two classes of metrics were designed: (i) the average of the similarity between all the entities in each sentence and (ii) the similarity of the pair of elements which have the shortest path in the Wordnet taxonomy among all possible pairs. There are six different metrics using the three algorithms in total. An extra metric was designed using only TWM. The metric is calculated by taking the number of common entities in the two sentences divided by the total number of entities annotated in the two sentences. The metrics described in this section are part of the yago group.
Experiments and Discussion
In this section we present our experiments settings, the configuration of the runs submitted and discuss the results obtained. All our experiments were made using half of the training set for training and half for testing (development). Ten different randomizations were run over the training data in order to obtain ten different pairs of train/development sets and reduce overfitting. We tried several different regression algorithms and the best performance was achieved with the implementation of Support Vector Machines (SVM) of the SVMLight package (Joachims, 1998) . We used the radial basis function kernel with default parameters without any special tuning for the different datasets.
Submitted Runs and Results
Based on the results achieved with different feature sets over training data we have selected the best combinations for our submission. The feature sets for each run are:
Run 1: lex, lsa, yago, and a selection of features in the cp, dp, sp, dr, ne and sr groups, forming a total of 286 features.
Run 2: lex, lsa, and yago, in a total of 50 features.
Run 3: lex and lsa, forming a total of 43 features.
The results obtained by our three submitted runs are summarized in Pearson correlation between the system output and the gold standard annotation provided by the task organizers. The table also presents the official scores used to rank the systems and described in (Agirre et al., 2012) . Our best model, Run 3, was ranked 20th according to the Mean score, 25th according to the RankNrm score and 32th according to the All score among 88 submitted runs. The "Development" row reports the results of our three best models in the development phase. The results obtained for the three training datasets are higher than the results obtained for the testing. One hypothesis that might explain this behavior is overfitting during the training phase due to the way we divided the training set and carried out the experiments. A different experiment setting to carry out the development should be tried to evaluate this hypothesis.
To our surprise, in the test datasets the results of Run 1 and Run 3 swapped positions: in the training setting Run 1 was the best model and Run 3 the third best. The performance of Run 3 was relatively stable across the five datasets ranging from about the 30th to the 48th position the exception being the SMTnews dataset. In this dataset Run 3 was the best performing run of the evaluation exercise (and Run 2 the second). One possible explanation for this behavior is the fact that Run 3 is based on lexical features that do not take into consideration the syntactic structure of the two texts and therefore is not penalized by the noise introduced by the texts generated by MT systems. This hypothesis, however, does not explain why Run 3 score for the SMTeuroparl dataset was below the baseline score. Error analysis of the effects of different group of features in the test datasets is required to better understand such behaviors.
Post-evaluation Experiments
After the evaluation period, as a first step towards the required error analysis and a better comprehension of the potential of our approach, we performed an experiment to assess the impact of having models trained for specific datasets. In this experiment, each training dataset (MSRpar, MSRvid and SMTeuroparl) was used to train a model. Each dataset's model was tested on its respective test dataset. The model for the surprise datasets (OnWn and SMTnews) were trained using the whole training dataset. We used the Run 3 feature set (the best run in the official evaluation). The results of the experiment are reported in the column "Exp" of table 1. The impact of having specific models for each dataset is high. The Mean score goes from .607 to .829 and improvements are also observed in the All score (0.789). These scores would rank our system at the 7th position in the Mean rank. However, it is important to notice that in a real-world setting, knowledge about the source of data is not always available. We consider that having a general model that does not rely on this kind of information represents a more realistic way to confront with real-world applications.
Final Remarks
In this paper we described FBK's participation in the STS Semeval 2012 task. Our approach is based on a combination of MT evaluation metrics, distributional, and knowledge-based word similarity metrics. Our best run achieved the 20th position among 88 runs in the Mean overall ranking. An error analysis of the problematic test pairs is required to understand the potential of our feature sets and improve the overall performance of our approach. Along this direction, a first experiment with our best features and a different strategy already led to significant improvements in the Mean and All scores (from .651 to .789 and from .607 to .829, respectively).
